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Modern ashes casket
Unique Memorial
Cremation Urn Artistic
Sculpture urn GRIEF
Price

176.99 £

Availability

Always on stock

Shipping time

24 hours

Product description

Funeral artistic cremation ashes sculpture urn
(Grief)
Cremation urns are our speciality and we take pride in their artistic nature and original designs. We especially love this
particular cremation urn, which manages to couple up a contemporary but also elegant design. The wooden base of the urn is
as simple as can be, but when the bronze figure of a crying lady is placed over it, it is rendered so beautiful! The urn opens at
the bottom and it is secured by screws for your loved one’s ashes safekeeping. The urn measures 16cm by 16cm by 26cm
and so it is large enough for an adult person’s ashes.

Product Details:
Size: 16cm (W) x 16cm(H) x26cm(L)
Size: 6.2"(W) x 6.2"(H) x 10.2"(L
Dimension outside figure 22cm(W) x 22cm(H) x 28cm(L)
Capacity: 4,8 Liters (292.91 cubic inch)
Made from Wood&Resine-Silver plated
Suitable for body weight approx. 290lbs - 128kg
If you choice Personalised Plaque please submit text in the product personalisation frame .
Personalised memorial plaque must be customised when placing your order. (Please don’t panic if you miss it as you can
always send us a message afterwards.)
The limitations on the text are as follows:
First Line : Up to 24 characters
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Second Line : Up to 24 characters
Third Line : Up to 24 characters
Fourth Line : Up to 24 characters
Please REVIEW the text for engraving carefully before adding the item to cart. We copy and engrave the exact information we
receive with the order and don't make any changes at our end. Please Review the text to make sure all spellings are correct.
The memorial plaque is for self-assembly.
Please DO NOT enter personalised information if you are purchasing the ' Urn without plaque ' option.

INTERNATIONAL BUYERS are responsible for any applicable import duties or restrictions.

This product has additional options:
Color: Brown , Light wood , Mahogany , White , Black
Memorial Plaque: NO , YES (+ 10.00 £ )
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